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The scope of planning during sentence formulation is known to be flexible, as it can be influenced by speakers’
communicative goals and language production pressures (among other factors). Two eye-tracked picture description
experiments tested whether the time course of formulation is also modulated by grammatical structure and thus whether
differences in linear word order across languages affect the breadth and order of conceptual and linguistic encoding
operations. Native speakers of Tzeltal [a primarily verb–object–subject (VOS) language] and Dutch [a subject–verb–object
(SVO) language] described pictures of transitive events. Analyses compared speakers’ choice of sentence structure across
events with more accessible and less accessible characters as well as the time course of formulation for sentences with
different word orders. Character accessibility influenced subject selection in both languages in subject-initial and subject-
final sentences, ruling against a radically incremental formulation process. In Tzeltal, subject-initial word orders were
preferred over verb-initial orders when event characters had matching animacy features, suggesting a possible role for
similarity-based interference in influencing word order choice. Time course analyses revealed a strong effect of sentence
structure on formulation: In subject-initial sentences, in both Tzeltal and Dutch, event characters were largely fixated
sequentially, while in verb-initial sentences in Tzeltal, relational information received priority over encoding of either
character during the earliest stages of formulation. The results show a tight parallelism between grammatical structure and
the order of encoding operations carried out during sentence formulation.
Keywords: incrementality; message formulation; sentence formulation; cross-linguistic comparisons of sentence
production; verb-initial languages
To produce an utterance, speakers must transform an
abstract thought into a linearly ordered sequence of words
that conforms to the grammatical constraints of the target
language. According to most models of sentence produc-
tion (e.g., Levelt, 1989), the first stage of this process
involves formulating a message, a non-verbal representa-
tion of the information speakers want to express. This
message must then undergo linguistic encoding: Speakers
must select and retrieve suitable words to express the
individual concepts of the message and must integrate them
into a syntactic structure. Subsequently, speakers retrieve
phonological information in preparation for articulation.
Language production thus involves a fundamental
linearisation of complex hierarchical structures. Yet lan-
guages vary widely in their ‘basic word order’, the most
frequent and unmarked order of subject, object and verb in
a basic transitive clause. Amongst the rarer word orders,
some 5% of languages put the verb first and the subject last
[verb–object–subject (VOS) order]. In this paper we
examine how the time course of the sentence production
process is influenced by the word order and associated
grammatical properties of the target language. Specifically,
we investigate the processes involved in producing
sentences in Tzeltal, a Mayan language with VOS basic
word order, and we compare the formulation process to
Dutch, a language with subject–verb–object (SVO) basic
word order. Our goal is to test whether and how differences
in the linear ordering of constituents in a sentence affect the
temporal order by which message-level and sentence-level
increments are planned. In doing so, we present the first
study of sentence formulation in a verb-initial language,
and broach a critical, yet underexplored, theoretical ques-
tion in production research: to what extent are the
processing routines involved in sentence production affec-
ted by the grammatical properties of individual languages?
Incrementality and planning scope
Producing a sentence takes time. It is generally agreed that
speakers do not wait until processing is completed at all
levels of production prior to initiating speech. Instead, most
production models assume that planning proceeds incre-
mentally (Ferreira & Swets, 2002; Kempen & Hoenkamp,
1987; Levelt, 1989): As a unit (or increment) of informa-
tion becomes available at one level of processing, it triggers
processing at the next level in the system, potentially all the
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way down to articulation. In addition, as one increment
(e.g., a word or phrase) is passed down to the next level of
encoding, speakers may already begin planning the next
increment. An incremental system of this kind makes sense
in terms of both communicative and processing efficiency:
Incrementality is argued to help to maintain fluency by
allowing speech to be initiated without being preceded by
long pauses and to reduce processing costs by allowing
speakers to produce already-formulated pieces of an
utterance instead of buffering them in working memory
until the rest of the utterance is prepared.
A crucial question then is how large these planning
units or increments actually are. Studies of planning scope
to date have focused on the planning of simple and
conjoined noun phrases (e.g., the arrow and the bag;
Meyer, 1996; Smith & Wheeldon, 2001), modified noun
phrases (e.g., the blue cup; Brown-Schmidt & Konopka,
2008; Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006) and transitive
event descriptions (e.g., The woman is chasing the
chicken; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer,
2014; Kuchinsky & Bock, 2010; Van de Velde, Meyer,
& Konopka, 2014). In studies of noun phrase production,
planning scope is normally operationalised in terms of the
number of words activated before speech onset. In studies
of more complex sentence production, the emphasis is
primarily on the selection of starting points (Bock, Irwin,
& Davidson, 2004; MacWhinney, 1977): When construct-
ing a message and preparing to convey this information
linguistically, what do speakers encode first? Different
accounts of incrementality in production make different
predictions in this regard, drawing on key theoretical
distinctions in how lexical and structural processes can be
coordinated during formulation. We review two accounts
in this article and then outline a cross-linguistic compar-
ison that provides new evidence to distinguish between
these accounts.
Linear incrementality
The most radical version of incrementality assumes that
speakers engage in little or no advanced planning prior to
speech onset, even at the message level (Paul, 1886/1970).
On this view, formulation begins by encoding the first
available concept in the to-be-articulated message, which
may then be immediately passed on to lexical encoding
processes before speakers plan anything else in the
message. For example, when preparing to convey the idea
that a woman is chasing a chicken (Figure 1), speakers
might begin formulation by conceptualising and lexically
encoding the single character woman. At the message level,
the size of the initial planning unit can therefore be as small
as a single nominal concept (a unit isomorphic in size to a
single noun; Brown-Schmidt & Konopka, 2008, 2014).
Similarly, at the sentence level, sentence formulation may
be a highly opportunistic, lexically driven process: The
order of word retrieval (with planning of determiners such
as a or the) is determined by the availability of individual
concepts in a message, and the structure of the developing
sentence is accordingly constrained by whichever word is
retrieved first. Thus, theories that ascribe a pivotal role to
lexical items in sentence production (Bock, 1982; Kempen
& Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989) suggest that linearisa-
tion is driven largely by factors influencing the accessib-
ility of individual message entities.
Effects of accessibility on sentence form are among the
most robust cross-linguistic findings: Speakers systemat-
ically make structural choices that allow them to position
accessible information earlier in sentences. Accessibility
may depend, for example, on a referent’s perceptual
salience and can be enhanced by exogenous, attention-
grabbing cues (Gleitman, January, Nappa, & Trueswell,
2007; Ibbotson, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2013; Myachykov
& Tomlin 2008; Tomlin, 1995, 1997). Referents can also
differ in conceptual accessibility, including features such
as imageability (Bock & Warren, 1985), givenness
(Arnold, Wasow, Losongco, & Ginstrom, 2000) and
animacy (Bock, Loebell, & Morey, 1992). Assigning
perceptually and conceptually accessible referents to
subject position instead of less accessible referents is
compatible with the hypothesis that easy-to-name refer-
ents are encoded with priority.
The scope of early message and sentence planning has
also been assessed more directly using visual-world eye-
tracking paradigms, which provide a fine-grained tem-
poral measure of the development of a message and
sentence as it unfolds in real time (Gleitman et al., 2007;
Griffin & Bock, 2000). In this paradigm, speakers’ eye
movements are tracked as they describe simple events.
Because people tend to look at things they talk about, the
timing of gaze shifts between characters in an event is a
sensitive index of when the various increments of
a message are encoded and how they are combined into
a full sentence. Using this method, Gleitman et al. (2007)
found that speakers of English can preferentially fixate a
perceptually salient character within 200 ms of picture
onset and that they tend to select it to be the first
mentioned noun in their sentence. This suggests that
sentence formulation in English can indeed begin with
Figure 1. What is happening here?
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priority encoding of as little as a single referent both
conceptually and linguistically.
However, if we confine ourselves to English or other
subject-initial languages, it is often unclear whether
accessibility influences linear word order directly or
whether it primarily influences subject assignment (Bock
& Warren, 1985; McDonald et al., 1993), and thus only
indirectly word order. A strong or ‘radical’ version of
linear incrementality (Gleitman et al., 2007) would hold
that accessibility directly drives lexical encoding and that
subject assignment follows from an early choice to encode
one message element linguistically before a different
element (e.g., woman before chicken). The alternative
view (described in more detail in the next section) would
be that planning the first character and retrieving the first
content word (woman) involves not only the lexical
encoding of one message element (the woman character)
but also the early selection of a subject – which requires
some advanced planning of the relational structure of the
event and some grammatical-level processing.
There is some support for both possibilities in studies
of languages that allow scrambling and thus where subject
position and sentence-initial position are potentially inde-
pendent. Some studies of word order alternations have
found that conceptual accessibility can directly affect
word order, even when grammatical function (subject-
hood) is controlled for (Branigan & Feleki, 1999, for
Greek; Ferreira & Yoshita, 2003, for Japanese; Kempen &
Harbusch, 2004, for German; MacWhinney & Bates,
1978, for Italian and Hungarian). Other work, by contrast,
has found that accessible concepts are more likely to
become subjects, rather than simply sentence-initial incre-
ments (Christianson & Ferreira, 2005, for Odawa). Yet
other evidence suggests that within a language both word
order and grammatical function assignment may be
influenced by conceptual accessibility (Tanaka, Branigan,
McLean, & Pickering, 2011, for Japanese).
Structural incrementality
While linear incrementality involves the piecemeal for-
mulation of parts of messages, an alternative view
postulates the upfront planning of the relational wholes
of messages: Formulation begins with the generation of a
larger conceptual representation of the message, where
information is tied together by an abstract, relational
scheme (Wundt, 1900/1970). In the current example
(Figure 1), this view predicts that speakers first concep-
tualise a chasing event in which one character is acting on
another, and defer linguistic formulation until after the
relational structure of the message has been generated.
Advance planning of the relational structure then allows
for the early generation of a structural sentence frame,
which in turn guides the order of subsequent lexical
retrieval processes (i.e., the retrieval of the words woman,
chase and chicken).
Thus, like the linearly incremental account, the struc-
tural account assumes that sentence formulation can
proceed incrementally (word by word), but rather than
being driven by the availability of individual words, a
sentence is built out from a structural plan that reflects the
relational scheme of the message (Griffin & Bock, 2000;
Lee, Brown-Schmidt, & Watson, 2013). This view accords
with theories that assume that structure-building may
operate independently of lexical processes (Bock, 1990;
Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006; Christianson & Ferreira,
2005; Dell, 1986; Fisher, 2002; Konopka & Bock, 2009;
Konopka & Meyer, 2014; Kuchinsky & Bock, 2010).
Empirical support for structure-driven formulation also
comes from visual-world eye-tracking studies where
speakers describe simple events. Griffin and Bock (2000)
report evidence for an initial phase after picture onset (0–
400 ms) during which speakers do not preferentially fixate
either character in the depicted events. The authors
interpret this as evidence of a non-linguistic ‘gist appre-
hension’ phase, in which speakers encode the relationship
between event characters before directing their gaze
preferentially to the first character they will mention. On
this account, upfront gist apprehension allows for the
generation of a structural frame, which in turn guides the
order of lexical retrieval processes. Thus, speakers look to
the character they will mention first not because their
attention was initially drawn to it (contrary to Gleitman
et al., 2007), but rather because their eyes were guided
there by the structural framework generated shortly after
picture onset (see also Bock, Irwin, Davidson, &
Levelt, 2003).
The influence of word order on message and sentence
formulation
In short, a variety of evidence has been brought to bear on
the question of the time course of sentence formulation,
but so far little consensus has been reached with respect to
the size of planning units at the message and sentence
levels, or on the temporal coordination of conceptual,
lexical and structural processes. These conflicting findings
suggest that the time course of message and sentence
formulation may be flexible. In this regard, there is
mounting evidence that multiple factors can influence
breadth of planning (in English). Some of these are extra-
linguistic, relating, for example, to time pressure (Ferreira
& Swets 2002) or to individual differences in working
memory capacity (Swets, Jacovina, & Gerrig, 2008).
Others concern production processes proper, for example,
the relative ease of formulating a message plan
(Kuchinsky & Bock, 2010) or resource constraints affect-
ing the coordination of lexical and structural processes
(Konopka, 2012; Konopka & Meyer, 2014).
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Here we focus on an additional factor that might
influence the time course of formulation: the grammatical
structure of the language itself. To what extent might
reliance on different planning strategies be driven by
grammar? It is of course in some ways self-evident that
planning processes must be affected by language-specific
constraints, given that the target structures of linguistic
encoding are language-specific. A key question for
theories of incrementality, however, is how far up in the
production system language-specific grammatical proper-
ties influence formulation.
To date, sentence production research has been under-
taken on a limited group of languages, especially English
(see Jaeger & Norcliffe 2009 for a review). Crucially, all
languages investigated thus far share a common structural
property: subjects come before verbs in simple sentences.
It is therefore hard to empirically tease apart the two
incrementality accounts outlined earlier, and to assess the
extent to which a given formulation strategy might be
more or less contingent on word order. Languages with
verb-initial word order provide an important contrast: In
order to produce a verb-initial sentence, relational
information presumably must be planned early in order
to retrieve an appropriate sentence-initial verb. Comparing
the time course of sentence formulation for verb-initial
and subject-initial sentences therefore allows us to assess
how message-level and sentence-level encoding opera-
tions are affected by the position of the subject and the
verb in a target sentence.
Current experiments
In two matched experiments we compare the time course
of sentence formulation in two typologically different
languages. In Experiment 1, we investigate whether
the formulation of transitive sentences (e.g., a description
of an event in which a woman is chasing a chicken;
Figure 1) is influenced by linear word order in Tzeltal, a
language whose basic word order is VOS: verbs are
positioned before their arguments and subjects come last
in the sentence. Tzeltal also optionally permits SVO word
order, allowing for a within-language contrast of how
sentence formulation can vary as a consequence of both
subject position and verb position.
We outline the most relevant grammatical properties of
Tzeltal for present purposes in more detail below (for a
full grammatical description of the language, see Polian,
2013), and then describe the results of an eye-tracked
picture description experiment (Experiment 1). The meth-
odology is similar to that of earlier event description
studies (Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014)
and allows for two types of analyses that, jointly, assess
how word order affects the time course of formulation. In
the first set of analyses, we examine how speakers’
structural choices (voice and word order) are affected by
the conceptual and perceptual accessibility of event
characters. This provides an initial measure of how
speakers begin to formulate sentences. In the second set
of analyses, we compare fixation patterns to event
characters across different sentence types over time.
For a direct comparison against a subject-initial
language, we then report results from the same production
experiment carried out with native speakers of Dutch
(Experiment 2). Together, the two experiments, carried out
with two very different populations, provide a strong test




Tzeltal is a Mayan language spoken in the Mexican state of
Chiapas by over 400,000 people (Polian, 2013). In active
sentences, Tzeltal’s basic word order is VOS (or verb–
patient–agent, VPA [1]): the grammatical subject comes
sentence-finally. The grammar also permits subject-initial
SVO word ordering (or agent–verb–patient, AVP [2]1)
where the grammatical subject comes sentence-initially.
According to one small corpus study of Tzeltal based on a
collection of spoken and written narrative texts (495 active
transitive clauses in total; Robinson, 2002), VOS word
order is twice as frequent as SVO order (66% vs. 31%).2
[1] ya s-nutz me’mut te antze
ASP 3SG-chase chicken the woman
The woman is chasing a chicken
(VPA [VOS] word order)
[2] te antze ya s-nutz me’mut
the woman ASP 3SG-chase chicken
The woman is chasing a chicken
(AVP [SVO] word order)
Tzeltal also has a passive voice construction, in which the
verb is marked with the suffix –ot: the patient becomes the
subject, while the agent becomes oblique and may or may
not be marked by yu’un, a by-phrase. For the passive
voice, the most typical word ordering is verb–agent–
patient (VAP [3]) with sentence-final subject placement
(the patient is now the subject). However, patient–verb–
agent (PVA) word order [4] with sentence-initial subject
placement is also possible.
[3] ya x-lek’-ot (y-u’un) tz’i’ te kereme
ASP ASP-lick-PASS (by) dog the boy
The boy is being licked by a dog
VAP [VOS] word order
[4] te kereme ya x-lek’-ot (y-u’un) tz’i’
the boy ASP ASP-lick-PASS (by) dog
The boy is being licked by a dog
PVA [SVO] word order
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Passives are less frequent than actives (Robinson,
2002). However, the passive has been described as being
strongly preferred over the active for ‘non-canonical’
animacy configurations, that is, where the patient ‘out-
ranks’ the agent in terms of animacy (when the patient is
human or animate and the agent is non-human or
inanimate; Polian, 2013; see also Aissen, 1997, for the
closely related language Tzotzil).
Tzeltal does not mark case on verbal arguments.
Rather, it is a ‘head-marking’ language: verbs carry
agreement markers indexing the grammatical roles of their
arguments. The agreement marking is sensitive to trans-
itivity (it is ergatively aligned): e.g., third person subjects
of transitive verbs are marked on the verb by the prefix s–
(see examples [1] and [2]), while third person subjects of
intransitive verbs and third person objects of transitive
verbs are unmarked.
Task and predictions: how formulation of sentences with
different word orders addresses questions about
incremental planning
Native speakers of Tzeltal described pictures of simple
transitive events involving familiar characters and actions
(e.g., Figure 1) while their gaze and speech were recorded.
They were instructed to produce a short description (the
equivalent of one sentence) for each picture, but were
otherwise free to produce any descriptions they wanted.
Analyses focused on three questions.
1. Conceptual accessibility and structure choice: ‘rad-
ical’ linear incrementality or subject-selection? First, we
test how conceptual accessibility influences structure
choices in Tzeltal by assessing the effects of character
animacy on speakers’ choice of active or passive syntax in
two analyses. As noted, the literature on English and
subject-initial languages confounds assignment of a char-
acter to the first slot in the sentence (a strictly linearly
incremental process) with selection of a sentence subject
(a planning process requiring more extensive encoding of
the entire event).
If Tzeltal speakers prefer to select accessible characters
to be subjects (as do speakers of SVO languages), they
should produce more active sentences to describe events
with human agents and more passive sentences to describe
events with human patients. Crucially, we test whether this
applies regardless of word order (i.e., regardless of
whether the subject comes first or last in the sentence).
If conceptual salience influences the choice between
active and passive syntax only in subject-initial sentences,
this would indicate that conceptual accessibility only
influences the timing of word retrieval, consistent with
linear incrementality (Branigan & Feleki, 1999; Gleitman
et al., 2007; Kempen & Harbusch, 2004). If, however,
human characters are preferentially selected to be subjects
in subject-final structures as well, this would indicate an
effect of conceptual accessibility on subject selection
proper (Bock & Warren 1985; McDonald et al., 1993)
and thus constitute evidence of advanced structural
planning early in the formulation process. A third possib-
ility is that conceptual accessibility influences word order
as well as subject selection (see Tanaka et al., 2011, for
Japanese). In this case, the effect of conceptual salience on
active vs. passive syntax should be stronger in subject-
initial sentences, where a salient character can be men-
tioned first, than verb-initial sentences, where both
characters follow the verb. Thus, for example, events
with a human agent and a non-human patient should be
described more often with subject-initial active sentences
than with subject-initial passive sentences; this difference
should be smaller in verb-initial sentences.
We also test whether conceptual salience affects the
choice between the dominant verb-initial and less fre-
quent subject-initial word orders. One possibility is that
speakers should produce more subject-initial sentences
when the event contains a conceptually accessible refer-
ent (e.g., a human agent or patient) and more verb-initial
sentences when the event contains referents that do not
differ in conceptual accessibility (e.g., two human
characters or two non-human characters). This is because
the presence of one accessible referent should facilitate
retrieval of one character name before the other character
name and thus trigger a linearly incremental formulation
(noun-first) strategy. In contrast, the presence of referents
that do not differ in accessibility should favour an
encoding strategy where speakers delay encoding of the
two characters by producing the verb first. An alternative
possibility is that Tzeltal speakers’ word order choices
are affected by a preference for minimising interference
(Gennari, Mirković, & MacDonald, 2012). Gennari and
colleagues argue that similarity of two entities on a
relevant conceptual dimension (such as animacy)
increases the potential for interference and/or increases
processing load, and suggest that speakers might prefer to
reduce interference by making structural choices that
avoid adjacent placement of conceptually similar ele-
ments. This makes the inverse prediction from the
previous one: Events containing referents that do not
differ in their conceptual features should be described
more often with subject-initial sentences compared to
events containing referents that are conceptually dissim-
ilar. To decide between these possibilities, we test
whether the different combinations of agent and patient
animacy across target events influence the choice
between subject-initial and verb-initial word order.
2. Perceptual accessibility and structure choice: ‘rad-
ical’ linear incrementality or subject selection? We next
test whether sentence structure can be predicted from early
attention shifts (i.e., the order in which speakers fixate the
two characters at picture onset). As noted, linear incre-
mentality predicts that speakers begin formulation by
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prioritising conceptual and linguistic encoding of a single
perceptually salient referent (Gleitman et al., 2007). Thus,
we compare speakers’ choice of sentence structure (active
vs. passive syntax) on trials where first fixations are
directed to agents and trials where first fixations are
directed to patients. Analogous to the predictions listed
earlier for conceptual accessibility, if fixation order
influences subject selection, then speakers should select
first-fixated characters to be sentence subjects more often
than characters that are fixated later: i.e., speakers should
produce more active sentences if they fixate the agent
before the patient (e.g., the woman before the chicken) and
more passive sentences if they fixate the patient before the
agent (the chicken before the woman). Once again, we test
whether this holds regardless of word order (i.e., regard-
less of whether the subject comes first or last in the
sentence). We also assess the effects of character animacy
and first fixations in a joint analysis to compare the
relative strength of conceptual and perceptual accessibility
in structure selection.
3. Time course of formulation for verb-initial and
subject-initial sentences: does grammatical structure
determine when speakers encode the verb and the subject?
We examine the time course of formulation in active and
passive verb-initial and subject-initial sentences by com-
paring the distribution of fixations to agents and patients
in four sentence types [1–4] over a 3-second window.
Within this window, we test whether early placement of
the verb in verb-initial sentences changes the time of
planning relational information compared to subject-initial
sentences. If sentence structure mediates the relationship
between the uptake of visual information in an event and
the formulation of an event description, then early
mention of the verb should result in earlier encoding of
relational information ([1] and [3]) than in subject-initial
sentences ([2] and [4]). We hypothesise that encoding the
verb would require that speakers distribute their gaze
between the two characters (as relational information is
presumably ‘distributed’ across characters in an event), so
differences in formulation of different sentence types can
be investigated by examining patterns of divergence or
convergence of fixations to agents and patients before
speech onset.
Importantly, we investigate how early such effects arise.
If formulation of verb-initial and subject-initial sentences
differs from the outset of formulation, then the distribution
of agent and patient fixations should show a high degree of
compatibility with linguistic structure immediately after
picture onset (0–400 ms): fixations to agents and patients
should diverge slowly in verb-initial sentences and more
rapidly in subject-initial sentences. For verb-initial sen-
tences, this pattern would suggest that early verb mention
rapidly induces or facilitates deployment of a processing
strategy that prioritises encoding of relational information,
in preparation for producing the verb. For subject-initial
sentences, rapid divergence of fixations to agents and
patients would suggest that early subject mention favours
a processing strategy where encoding of a single message
element (agent if active, patient if passive) is sufficient. In
contrast, if sentence structure does not influence early
formulation, then the distribution of agent-directed and
patient-directed fixations should not differ between verb-
initial and subject-initial sentences in the first 400 ms of
picture viewing. Word order should only shape the distri-
bution of fixations after 400 ms, i.e., in time windows
associated with linguistic encoding.
Method
Participants
Fifty-three native Tzeltal speakers from the indigenous
Mayan community of Majosik’ (Tenejapa, Chiapas, Mex-
ico) participated for payment (27 female, mean age = 28,
range = 16–47). Their educational background and level of
bilingualism were assessed with a short questionnaire.
25 speakers reported receiving some primary school edu-
cation (primaria, grades 1–6), 14 had completed middle
school (secundaria, grades 7–9) and 14 had completed high
school (preparatoria, grades 10–12). 18 participants
described themselves as monolingual Tzeltal speakers, 20
claimed a little knowledge of Spanish and 15 described
themselves as proficient in Spanish.
Materials and design
Target pictures consisted of 52 coloured line drawings of
two-character transitive events (Figure 1). The animacy of
the characters varied across events; the key contrast was
between human and non-human characters: 14 events
showed human agents acting on human patients, 12
showed human agents acting on animal patients, 16
showed non-human agents (11 animal agents, 5 inanimate
agents3) acting on human patients and 10 showed non-
human agents acting on animal patients (see Appendix). In
20 of the events, the agent carried an instrument (e.g. a
woman tickling a girl with a feather).4 All action/agent/
patient combinations were unique. There were two mirror-
reversed versions of each target picture, one in which the
agent appeared on the left-hand side and one in which it
appeared on the right-hand side of the picture.
Two experimental lists were created by counterbalan-
cing the two versions of the target pictures across lists and
interspersing these pictures in a list of 90 unrelated filler
pictures, for a total of 142 trials. Within lists, there was at
least one filler picture between any two target trials.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room using
a Tobii T120 eye tracker (120 Hz sampling frequency)
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controlled by a Panasonic CF-FP computer. Instructions
were provided in Tzeltal by a native speaker assistant.
Participants were told that they would have to produce
short descriptions of pictured events. Prior to the pre-
sentation of each picture, a fixation point appeared at the
top of the screen: participants were instructed to look at
the fixation point and the experimenter clicked with the
mouse to continue.
To familiarise participants with the task, the experiment
began with a training session. Participants saw nine filler
pictures and heard pre-recorded Tzeltal descriptions of
these events. They then saw the same pictures again and
were asked to describe them aloud. The experiment began
after the training session was completed. Responses were
later transcribed by native speakers.
Sentence scoring
Sentences produced on target trials were scored as actives,
full passives, truncated passives or responses with other
constructions. The latter category included intransitive
sentences and incomplete sentences, which were excluded
from all analyses. Responses were also excluded if the
first fixation in that trial fell on either the agent or the
patient instead of the fixation point at the top of the screen
(resulting in the exclusion of 427 responses) or if the first
fixation directed to a character occurred only 400 ms or
later after picture onset (177 additional responses).5 This
left 1133 sentences for analysis. Among the four most
common sentence types in which both characters were
mentioned (951 sentences), responses were also excluded
if onsets were longer than six seconds and three standard
deviations from the grand mean (resulting in the exclusion
of 43 sentences). The final data-set consisted of 908
sentences: 179 subject-initial actives (AVP word order),
392 verb-initial actives (VPA word order), 49 subject-
initial passives (PVA word order) and 288 verb-initial
passives (VAP word order).
Time course analyses were carried out for the subset of
active and passive sentences where speakers mentioned
both characters but omitted instruments (in all events,
instruments were considered to be part of the agent interest
area). Among the four most common sentence types (932
sentences), responses were also excluded if onsets were
longer than three standard deviations from the grand mean
(33 sentences). The final data-set for the time course
analyses thus consisted of 899 sentences: 174 subject-initial
actives (AVP word order), 382 verb-initial actives (VPA
word order), 48 subject-initial passives (PVA word order)
and 295 verb-initial passives (VAP word order).
Analyses
Analyses of structure choice (active vs. passive struc‐
tures, and verb-initial vs. subject-initial structures) were
conducted with mixed logit models in R, after centring all
predictors (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Jaeger,
2008). The models included Agent and Patient Animacy
(human vs. non-human) as fixed factors and random
intercepts for participants and items. The effect of first
fixations on voice choice was tested in conjunction with
these factors in separate models. Time course analyses are
described in more detail below.
All models tested for theoretically relevant effects and
interactions. Random slopes for fixed factors were
included where mentioned only if they improved model




Speakers produced more active sentences than passive
sentences (.63 vs. .37). Verb-initial sentences were also
produced more often than subject-initial sentences (.77 vs.
.23), consistent with the reported dominance of verb-
initial syntax in Tzeltal. There were more actives both
within the verb-initial and subject-initial sentence types
(.58 and .79). Instruments were infrequently mentioned
(.05 sentences).6
Conceptual accessibility and structure choice: ‘radical’
linear incrementality or subject-selection?
The first analysis compared the effects of Agent and
Patient Animacy on voice (active vs. passive). As
expected, speakers produced more active sentences to
describe events with human agents than non-human
agents (.94 vs. .31), and fewer active sentences to describe
events with human patients than non-human patients (.25
vs. .92). Figure 2 shows that actives were especially
infrequent for events featuring a human patient and a non-
human agent (.05 vs. ≥ .76 for all other event types;
Polian, 2013).
A model that included humanness of Agent, human-
ness of Patient and Word Order (verb-initial vs. subject-
initial) as predictors, together with all two-way interaction
terms, showed effects of all three predictors on voice type
(Table 1). Notably, there was no interaction between Word
Order and Agent Animacy or between Word Order and
Patient Animacy, indicating that speakers preferred to
make human characters the subject of their sentence (i.e.,
choosing active constructions when the agent was human,
and passive constructions when the patient was human),
regardless of whether the subject was positioned first or
last in the sentence (subject-initial or verb-initial).
The second analysis tested for the influence of
conceptual accessibility on word order (verb-initial vs.
subject-initial structures) by comparing production of
verb-initial and subject-initial sentences for the different
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agent-patient animacy configurations. Because we col-
lapsed over voice type, this analysis assessed the effect of
subject animacy (agents in active sentences and patients in
passive sentences) and object animacy (patients in active
sentences and agents in passive sentences) on word order
choice. As established in the first analysis in this article,
sentences combining a non-human subject and a human
object were very infrequent (18 tokens in all), so the
second analysis was restricted to the remaining three
animacy combinations: Non-human subject + Non-human
object; Human subject + Non-human object; and Non-
human subject + Non-human object.
Figure 3 shows the proportions of verb-initial sentences
for the different animacy combinations. Verb-initial word
order was most frequently produced when the subject was
human and the object was non-human (the rightmost bar
of Figure 3), less frequently produced when neither
character was human (the middle bar of Figure 3), and
least frequently produced when both characters were
human (the first bar of Figure 3).
Differences across items were assessed in a new model
including a three-level treatment-coded animacy factor. In
the model, animacy-matched events (i.e., events with
Human subjects + Human objects and events with Non-
human subjects + Non-human objects) were significantly
less likely to be described with verb-initial word order
compared to Human subject + Non-human object events
(Table 2). Thus, contrary to the predictions of linear
incrementality, subject-initial sentences were not produced
more often when there was a single accessible referent in
the event to facilitate word retrieval. Instead, the choice to
position one character at the beginning of the sentence
appears to be conditioned by whether or not it matched in
animacy with the other character. This result is consistent
with Gennari et al.’s (2012) proposal that speakers may
prefer to separate conceptually similar referents to reduce
interference. We return to this point in the General
Discussion section.
Perceptual accessibility and structure choice: ‘radical’
linear incrementality or subject-selection?
Speakers were more likely to direct their attention to
agents than patients at picture onset (.74 vs. .25). Human
agents attracted more early fixations (.81) than non-human
Figure 2. Proportions of active sentences produced in Tzeltal
(Experiment 1), collapsing across verb position, as a function of
agent and patient animacy.
Table 1. Results of regression comparing productions of active
vs. passive sentences, given the animacy of the agent and the
patient (human vs. non-human), and the word order produced
(verb-initial vs. subject-initial) in Tzeltal (Experiment 1).
Effect Est. SE z-value
Intercept 1.83 0.53 3.44*
Animacy of agent = human 5.57 0.95 5.82*
Animacy of patient = human −6.42 0.97 −6.61*
Word order = verb-initial −3.38 0.86 −3.90*
Animacy of agent = human * Animacy
of patient = human
2.10 1.94 1.08
Animacy of agent = human * Word
order = verb-initial
−0.17 1.28 −0.13
Animacy of patient = human * Word
order = verb-initial
−0.86 1.48 −0.58
Note: *p < .05
Figure 3. Proportions of verb-initial (vs. subject-initial) sen-
tences in Tzeltal (Experiment 1) with respect to subject and
object animacy.
Table 2. Results of regression comparing productions of verb-
initial vs. subject-initial sentences in Tzeltal (Experiment 1),
given the combined animacy features of the subject and object
(reference level: human subject + non-human object).
Effect Est. SE z-value
Intercept 11.34 2.27 4.98*
Non-human subject + Non-human
object
−2.69 0.89 −3.00*
Human subject + Human object −2.55 1.01 −2.53*
Note: *p < .05
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agents (.67) and human patients attracted more early
fixations (.38) than non-human patients (.14).
Speakers produced more active sentences when the first
character fixation was directed to the agent than when it
was directed to the patient (.70 vs. .39). However, first
fixations were not reliable predictors of sentence form
when character animacy was taken into account (Figure 4;
Table 3). Specifically, testing all two-way interactions
between Agent and Patient Animacy, First Character
Fixations and Word Order showed the expected main
effects of Agent and Patient Animacy but no effect of First
Character Fixations. Moreover, including First Character
Fixations in the model did not reliably improve model fit.
Thus, while accessible agent and patient characters were
more likely to become subjects, the order in which they
were fixated did not additionally influence their assign-
ment to subject position, for either word order.
Time course of formulation
Figure 5a and Figure 5b show the time course of
formulation for subject-initial and verb-initial active and
passive sentences. Formulation of subject-initial sentences
(Figure 5a) was similar to earlier results obtained with
SVO languages. When producing active AVP sentences,
Tzeltal speakers quickly directed their gaze to the agent
(the grammatical subject) and continued fixating this
character preferentially until speech onset; shifts of gaze
to the patient (the grammatical object) occurred only after
speech onset. Despite sparse data, a similar pattern was
observed with passive sentences. Speakers first directed
their gaze to the patient and were generally more likely to
fixate the patient than the agent before speech onset. Shifts
of gaze to the agent occurred again after speech onset.
Thus, in both active and passive sentences, the subject
character was the initial focus of attention. In contrast,
Figure 5b shows that formulation of verb-initial sentences
deviates dramatically from this pattern: speakers’ attention
and gaze was more evenly distributed across the two
characters before speech onset, with an advantage for the
agent regardless of voice.
Three sets of analyses were carried out to compare
formulation of subject-initial and verb-initial sentences.
Voice and the sequential order of the agent and patient are
confounded in this data-set, so the analyses first compared
active and passive sentences with different agent–patient
word orders, and then sentences with similar agent–patient
word order but different voice. Specifically, effects of
early verb production within each sentence type were first
tested by comparing the distribution of agent-directed
fixations across the two types of active sentences (VPA
and AVP word orders) and the two types of passive
sentences (VAP and PVAword orders) separately. Second,
to compare sentences with the same linear order of the two
characters, complementary analyses were carried for the
two types of sentences with agent-patient word order
(active AVP sentences and passive VAP sentences) and the
two types of sentences with patient-agent word order
(active VPA sentences and passive PVA sentences). Third,
we compared formulation of the two types of verb-initial
sentences (active VPA vs. passive VAP) to test when
speakers begin to encode agents and patients when the
verb is produced first.
Figure 4. Effect of first fixations on production of active and
passive sentences in Tzeltal (Experiment 1).
Table 3. Results of regression comparing productions of active
vs. passive sentences in Tzeltal (Experiment 1), given first
fixation (to agent vs. to patient), animacy of the agent and the
patient (human vs. non-human), and the word order produced
(verb-initial vs. subject-initial).
Effect Est. SE z-value
Intercept 1.77 0.50 3.50*
Animacy of agent = human 5.34 0.90 5.90*
Animacy of patient = human −6.12 0.92 −6.59*
Word order = verb-initial −3.27 0.85 −3.82*
First fixation = agent 0.47 0.64 0.73
Animacy of agent = human * Animacy
of patient = human
1.56 1.84 0.85
Animacy of agent = human * Word
order = verb-initial
−0.06 1.30 −0.05
Animacy of patient = human * Word
order = verb-initial
−1.04 1.49 −0.69
Animacy of agent = human * First
fixation = agent
−1.74 1.49 −1.16
Animacy of patient = human * First
fixation = agent
0.83 1.57 0.53
Word order = verb-initial * First
fixation = agent
−1.26 1.31 −0.96
Note: *p < .05
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Analyses were by-participant and by-item quasi-
logistic regressions (Barr, 2008). Eye position was
sampled every 8.3 ms, and samples were then aggregated
into 200 ms time bins for the analyses. An empirical logit
was calculated reflecting the log odds of speakers fixating
agents in each time bin from the total number of fixations
observed in that bin (fixations to the agent, patient, and to
empty areas on the screen). Each analysis was performed
over three time windows, chosen based on three theoret-
ically important processing distinctions. The first time
window included the period between 0 ms (picture onset)
and 600 ms that arguably corresponds to event apprehen-
sion (encoding of the relational structure of the event;
Griffin & Bock, 2000).7 Fixations in this time window
were aggregated into three consecutive 200 ms bins. The
two subsequent time windows included the period
between 600 ms and 3000 ms that is normally associated
with linguistic encoding: 600–1800 ms (speech onset) and
then 1800–3000 ms, after aggregating data into six
consecutive 200 ms bins for each analysis.
All models included the Time variable (Time Bin) and
either Word Order (character order) or Voice (active vs.
passive). In all cases, to arrive at the simplest best-fitting
models, full models including all interactions between
factors were simplified to leave only interactions that
improved model fit relative to an additive model at p < .10
Figure 5a. Proportion of agent-directed and patient-directed fixations in active and passive subject-initial sentences in Tzeltal
(Experiment 1).
Figure 5b. Proportion of agent-directed and patient-directed fixations in active and passive verb-initial sentences in Tzeltal
(Experiment 1).
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and that were reliable at pMCMC < .05 (for models
without random slopes). Random slopes for fixed factors
were included only if they improved model fit. Main
effects of the Word Order and Voice variables indicate
differences across conditions at the start of a given time
window; interactions with Time show whether or not the
slope of the fixation functions changed over time in
subsequent bins in that time window. Results from the 0–
600 ms time window are interpreted primarily in terms of
the presence or absence of interactions with Time as
theoretically interesting differences began emerging after
the first 0–200 ms bin.
First analysis: comparing formulation of active and
passive sentences
Active sentences (AVP vs. VPA word orders). Speakers
rapidly directed their gaze to the agent after picture onset.
When the agent was produced first (AVP), fixations to the
agent remained stable until 600 ms in subject-initial
sentences (Figure 5a); in contrast in verb-initial sentences,
where the agent was produced later in the sentence
(VPA), looks to the agent declined rapidly after 300 ms
(Figure 5b). This resulted in an interaction between Time
Bin and Word Order in the analysis of the 0–600 ms time
window (Table 4a).
Carrying over from the first time window, there were
more fixations to the agent in subject-initial than verb-
initial sentences at 600–800 ms (a main effect of Word
Order; Table 4b). Between 600 ms and 1800 ms (speech
onset), speakers then continued fixating the agent in
subject-initial sentences, suggesting preferential linguistic
encoding of the subject character, and shifted their gaze
away from this character around speech onset. In contrast,
formulation of verb-initial sentences continued with
speakers distributing their attention roughly equally
between the agent and the patient, suggesting that they
continued encoding information about both characters to
select a suitable verb. The sharp decline in fixations in
subject-initial but not verb-initial sentences before 1800
ms resulted in an interaction between Time Bin and Word
Order.
Finally, fixations observed between 1800 and 3000 ms
showed that speakers fixated the two characters in the
order of mention in both sentence types: fixations were
directed to the patient in subject-initial sentences (AVP)
and to the agent in verb-initial sentences (VPA), resulting
again in an interaction of Time Bin and Word Order
(Table 4c).
Passive sentences (PVA vs. VAP word orders). Formula-
tion of passive sentences showed similar, but numerically
smaller effects. As expected, early fixations (0–600 ms)
were directed to the patient in subject-initial sentences
(PVA; Figure 5a). Compared to formulation of subject-
initial active sentences, the preference for fixating the
first-mentioned character over the second character was
smaller – likely due to sparse data as well as to the fact
that patients are generally fixated less often than agents at
the outset of formulation (e.g., Konopka & Meyer, 2014;
Van de Velde et al., 2014; also see Cohn & Paczynski,
2013, for a review). More importantly, formulation of
verb-initial passive sentences showed a different pattern,
Table 4. Results of regressions comparing fixations to the agent in verb-initial and subject-initial active sentences
(VPA and AVP word orders, respectively) in Tzeltal (Experiment 1). (s) indicates the inclusion of random slopes.
By-participants By-items
Effect Est. SE t-value Est. SE t-value
a) 0–600 ms
Intercept −.87 .03 −36.61* −.98 .04 −27.36*
Time bin 2.93 .08 37.42* 3.56 .12 30.06*
Word order .50 .05 9.64* .40 .07 6.01*
Time bin * Word order −2.92 .17 −16.98* −2.39 .23 −10.46*
b) 600–1800 ms
Intercept −.25 .02 −16.15* .18 .02 9.79*
Time bin .34 (s) .02 15.06* −.06 (s) .03 −2.15*
Word order −1.24 .03 −38.07* −1.14 .03 −33.36*
Time bin * Word order .81 .05 16.65* .28 .02 11.79*
c) 1800–3000 ms
Intercept −.16 .01 −13.80* −.10 .01 −6.68*
Time bin .02 (s) .02 1.08 −.20 (s) .02 −10.51*
Word order −.10 .02 −4.25* −.04 .03 −1.40*
Time bin * Word order .96 .04 23.35* .63 .04 16.69*
Note: *p < .05
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with speakers fixating the agent more often than the
patient (VAP; Figure 5b). This difference was present at
the beginning of the 0–600 ms time window (a main effect
of Word Order; Table 5a) and did not change over time
(there was no interaction with Time Bin). The same
pattern was observed between 600 and 1800 ms (main
effect of Word Order but no interaction with Time Bin;
Table 5b).
Finally, speakers showed a strong preference for
fixating the two characters in the order of mention after
speech onset (1800–3000 ms): They quickly directed
more fixations to the agent when it was mentioned last
(PVA, subject-initial sentences) than when the patient was
mentioned last (VAP, subject-initial sentences), producing
an interaction of Time Bin with Word Order (Table 5c).
Second analysis: comparing formulation of sentences with
the same order of arguments
Sentences with agent-patient word order (actives vs.
passives). The second set of analyses compared formula-
tion of subject-initial and verb-initial sentences with the
same relative ordering of agents and patients, i.e., active
AVP sentences and passive VAP sentences. Analyses of
the first time window were restricted to 200–600 ms and
showed main effects of Word Order (all ts > 13) and no
interactions with Time: speakers were more likely to fixate
agents within 200 ms of picture onset when agents were
produced at the beginning of the sentence (AVP) than
when they were produced after the verb (VAP), and this
difference persisted over the entire time window.
Between 600 and 1800 ms, speakers were also more
likely to fixate agents in AVP than VAP sentences. There
were large differences in agent-directed fixations in the
two types of sentences at 600–800 ms (all ts > 19 for the
main effect of Word Order). Fixations to agents then
declined rapidly in AVP sentences by 1800 ms (all ts > 6
for the interaction with Time Bin).
Together with the separate analyses of active and
passive sentences outlined earlier, these results provide
converging evidence that early placement of the verb
influences the degree to which speakers prioritise encod-
ing of one character over information about both char-
acters before speech onset.
Sentences with patient–agent word order (actives vs.
passives). Similarly, in sentences where patients were
produced before agents (active VPA sentences and passive
PVA sentences), speakers were less likely to look at agents
before 600 ms when the verb was produced at the
beginning of the sentence (VPA) than when it was
produced later (PVA; the main effect of Word Order was
reliable by-participants, t > 22, but marginal by-items),
and there were no interactions with Time Bin (this
analysis was performed over a 200–600 ms time window
due to sparse data for passives). In the 600–1800 ms time
window, speakers were also less likely to look at agents in
PVA sentences than in VPA sentences (all ts > 5 for the
main effect of Word Order; the interaction with Time Bin
was reliable only in the by-participant analysis, t > 11).
Thus again, verb placement influenced the timing of
encoding information about the two characters before
speech onset.
Table 5. Results of regressions comparing fixations to the agent in verb-initial and subject-initial passive sentences
(VAP and PVA word orders, respectively) in Tzeltal (Experiment 1). (s) indicates the inclusion of random slopes.
By-participants By-items
Effect Est. SE t-value Est. SE t-value
a) 0–600 ms
Intercept −1.53 .03 −52.78* −1.46 .04 −33.23*
Time bin 3.69 .10 38.61* 3.87 .12 33.33*
Word order .24 .04 8.09* .19 .05 3.51*
Time bin * Word order – – – – – –
b) 600–1800 ms
Intercept −.12 .01 −8.10* −.20 .02 −8.74
Time bin .12 (s) .02 5.01* .14 (s) .03 4.65*
Word order .50 .02 23.47* .54 .03 17.41*
Time bin * Word order – – – – – –
c) 1800–3000 ms
Intercept −.05 .02 −2.74* −.11 .03 −4.16*
Time bin .05 (s) .03 1.99* .27 (s) .03 8.48*
Word order .05 .05 1.06 .14 .04 3.43*
Time bin * Word order −.95 .07 −13.77* −1.07 .06 −17.99*
Note: *p < .05
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Third analysis: comparing formulation of verb-initial
active and passive sentences
The final analysis compared formulation of verb-initial
active and passive sentences (VPA actives vs. VAP
passives). On the hypothesis that early production of the
verb results in encoding of relational information over an
extended window, this analysis tested whether fixations
after 600 ms are consistent only with encoding of the verb,
or whether they also show allocation of resources to the
first-mentioned argument. The results were consistent with
the latter hypothesis. Specifically, at 600 ms, speakers
directed more fixations to the agent in VAP passive
sentences, where the agent is produced after the verb,
than VPA passive sentences, where the agent is produced
last (all ts > 11 for the main effect of Voice in the 600–
1800 ms time window). An interaction with Time Bin was
present only in the by-participant analysis (t = 15.42),
showing that the difference in agent-directed and patient-
directed fixations increased over time.
Discussion
In describing pictures of simple events, Tzeltal speakers’
choice of voice and word order were influenced by the
animacy of the characters shown in the target events, but
not by where speakers first directed their attention.
Speakers were more likely to describe events with active
sentences when the agent in the event was human, and
more likely to describe events with passive sentences
when the patient in the event was human. The animacy
effects held across both word orders (verb-initial and
subject-initial sentences), showing that accessible entities
tend to be selected to be subjects in Tzeltal, even when
subjects are produced last in the sentence. In terms of
planning scope, this implies that early sentence formula-
tion in Tzeltal involves a high degree of advance planning,
requiring identification of both characters and determining
their animacy as well as selection of one of the two
characters as the subject of the sentence (consistent with
structural incrementality).
With respect to the choice between subject-initial and
verb-initial word orders, speakers did not show a prefer-
ence for subject-initial structures when one or both of the
characters in the depicted events was human, compared to
events in which neither character was human. This
suggests that the choice to utter a subject-initial sentence
instead of a verb-initial sentence is not driven primarily by
the availability of a nominal concept that could trigger
early word retrieval. Instead, subject-initial constructions
were produced more often when the subject and the object
had matching animacy features (i.e., when both were
either human or non-human). Besides providing an
explanation for why Tzeltal speakers might switch
between verb-initial and subject-initial constructions, this
result also speaks against the possibility of a radically
linearly incremental production process. It suggests that
one factor driving the choice of word order (subject-initial
vs. subject-final) is a preference to avoid interference (by
separating entities with similar conceptual features; Gen-
nari et al., 2012). This, again, implies a degree of planning
of both entities at the outset of formulation, consistent
with structural incrementality.
In contrast to the effects of conceptual accessibility,
perceptual accessibility (i.e., first fixations) did not influ-
ence structure choice. Tzeltal speakers were not more
likely to begin their sentences with whichever referent had
first attracted their attention, further supporting the view
that structure choice in Tzeltal is not the outcome of a
radically linear incremental formulation process.
Finally, time course analyses showed effects of verb
placement on formulation from the earliest time windows.
Subject-initial sentences were formulated in a similar way
to English sentences with the same word order (Gleitman
et al., 2007; Griffin & Bock 2000; Kuchinsky & Bock,
2010): Formulation began with fast divergence of fixa-
tions to the two characters, and was followed by a wide
time window in which speakers fixated preferentially the
first-mentioned character before speech onset, and ended
with preferential fixations to the second character after
speech onset. Formulation of verb-initial sentences
deviated from this pattern, showing that early production
of the verb in a sentence called for earlier encoding of
relational information.8 Compared to subject-initial sen-
tences, speakers showed a smaller preference for the
subject character in verb-initial sentences both in the early
time window, associated with gist apprehension (0–600
ms), and in later time windows, associated with linguistic
encoding (600–1800 ms, 1800–3000 ms).
Within the two types of verb-initial sentences, there
were also more fixations to the first-mentioned than the
second-mentioned character in the 600–1800 ms time
window, indicating that linguistic encoding of the first
character had also begun before speech onset. Impor-
tantly, the likelihood of fixating the first-mentioned
character in verb-initial sentences was still smaller than
in subject-initial sentences, confirming that early produc-
tion of the verb enforced a structure-specific formulation
strategy.
Experiment 2
For a direct comparison of sentence formulation in Tzeltal
to formulation in a subject-initial language, Experiment 2
examined performance of native Dutch speakers in the
same task. We first examine the effects of character
animacy and first character fixations on structure choice,
and then compare formulation of subject-initial Dutch and
Tzeltal sentences.
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Method
Participants
A total of 21 native speakers of Dutch from the Nijmegen
area participated for payment.
Materials, design, and procedure
The experiment and procedure were identical to that of
Experiment 1.
Sentence scoring and analyses
Sentences produced on target trials were scored as actives,
full passives, truncated passives and other constructions.
Analyses were carried out on the smaller data-set consist-
ing of actives and full passives.
For all analyses, trials were excluded if the first fixation
in that trial fell on either the agent or the patient (this
resulted in the removal of 91 responses) or if the first
fixation directed to a character occurred 400 ms after
picture onset (38 additional trials). This left 905 sentences,
of which 656 were transitive descriptions. Responses were
then also excluded if onsets were longer than three
standard deviations from the grand mean (12 sentences).
The final data-set consisted of 644 sentences (561 actives,
64 full passives, 19 truncated passives).
Results
Sentence structure
Speakers produced overwhelmingly more active than pass-
ive descriptions (.90 active sentences). Sentence structure
again depended on character animacy: Events with human
agents elicited more active sentences than events with non-
human agents (.95 vs. .83), and conversely, events with
human patients elicited fewer active sentences than events
with non-human patients (.83 vs. .96). The interaction
between Agent and Patient Animacy was reliable (β =
−3.90, z = −2.83), showing that properties of the agent
exerted a stronger influence on sentence form than proper-
ties of the patient (Figure 6): Production of active sentences
did not vary with patient animacy when events included a
human agent, but was more sensitive to patient animacy for
events with non-human agents. The presence of this
interaction in the Dutch data-set but not the Tzeltal data-
set may be due to the fact that Dutch speakers demonstrated
a larger preference for active syntax overall.
First character fixations
Speakers directed more first fixations to agents than
patients (.71 vs. .29). Human agents attracted only
numerically more fixations (.72) than non-human agents
(.69), suggesting that the two types of agents did not differ
in overall salience.
More importantly, the influence of first fixations on
sentence form was relatively weak. Speakers produced more
active sentences when they first fixated the agent (.93) than
when they first fixated the patient (.81; Figure 7). This
resulted in a main effect of First fixations (β = 1.12, z = 2.26)
in a full model including all two-way interaction between
First Fixations, Agent Animacy and Patient Animacy, as
well as by-participant random slopes for Agent Animacy.
However, as in Experiment 1, including First Fixations in
the model did not reliably improve model fit, confirming
that properties of the two characters were stronger predictors
of sentence form than early attention shifts.
Time course of formulation
Figure 8 shows the expected pattern for the time course of
formulation of active and passive sentences in an SVO
language. When producing active sentences, speakers
Figure 6. Proportions of active sentences produced in Dutch
(Experiment 2) as a function of agent and patient animacy.
Figure 7. Effect of first fixations on production of active and
passive sentences in Dutch (Experiment 2).
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looked quickly at the agent, continued fixating this
character until speech onset, and finally shifted their
gaze to the patient. When producing passive sentences,
they looked preferentially at the patient before speech
onset and shifted their gaze to the agent after speech onset
(high variability in the early 0–600 ms time window is due
to sparse data and to the fact that sentences with a
dispreferred structure are generally harder to generate).
Time course analyses compared formulation of subject-
initial active sentences in Dutch and Tzeltal across the two
experiments before speech onset (0–600 ms, 600–1800
ms). In the 0–600 ms time window, Dutch speakers were
somewhat more likely to fixate the agent within 200 ms of
picture onset than Tzeltal speakers, but both groups
fixated the agent at comparable rates between 200 and
600 ms (resulting in an interaction between Time Bin and
Language: all ts < –13). The difference between groups
prior to 200 ms is due to the fact that, on average, first
fixations to the agent occurred earlier in the Dutch data-set
than the Tzeltal data-set (M = 208 vs. 251 ms, respect-
ively). Between 600 ms and 1800 ms, Dutch speakers also
looked away from the agent earlier than Tzeltal speakers
(resulting in an interaction between Time Bin and Lan-
guage: all ts > 16). The difference was again likely due to
the fact that Dutch speakers initiated their sentences faster
than Tzeltal speakers.
To control for overall differences in production speed,
complementary analyses were carried out after normal-
ising the durations of all trials (such that a time of 0
corresponds to picture onset and a time of 1 corresponds
to speech onset). These analyses showed no difference
between agent-directed fixations in the window corre-
sponding to the first 600 ms of each trial in the two groups
of speakers (including an interaction between Time Bin
and Language group did not improve model fit compared
to an additive model: χ2(1) = .49, p = .49 by-participants;
the by-items analysis showed a marginally reliable inter-
action). The analysis of the time frame corresponding to
the 600–1800 ms time window again showed that Dutch
speakers began shifting their gaze away from the agent
somewhat faster than Tzeltal speakers (the interaction
of Time Bin and Language group was reliable by
participants, t < –17, but not by items).
Discussion
Experiment 2 highlights several important similarities and
differences in sentence formulation between Dutch and
Tzeltal. First, in both languages, structure choice was
sensitive to character animacy: highly accessible (human)
characters were more likely to become sentence subjects
than less accessible (non-human) characters. This demon-
strates that across typologically very different languages,
the same conceptual features exert a similar kind of
influence on voice choice (influencing subject selection
in both cases). At the same time, Dutch speakers showed a
greater overall preference for active syntax by comparison
with Tzeltal speakers, for whom voice choice was more
sensitive to the relative animacy of the agent and the
patient. This may imply cross-linguistic differences in the
extent to which accessible message elements drive choices
between structural options (see also Gennari et al., 2012).
By comparison with conceptual accessibility, early
shifts of visual attention exerted a very weak effect on
structure choice. Dutch speakers showed only a weak
tendency to begin their sentences with the character that
first attracted their attention; in Tzeltal, there was no
discernible effect of first fixations on sentence voice or
Figure 8. Proportion of agent-directed and patient-directed fixations in active and passive subject-initial sentences in Dutch
(Experiment 2).
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word order at all. Again, these (weak) differences may
reflect cross-linguistic differences in how linguistic encod-
ing processes are influenced by the availability of mess-
age-level information.9
Importantly, time course analyses revealed remarkable
similarities in the formulation of SVO sentences in Dutch
and in Tzeltal in this item set. Speakers looked preferen-
tially at the character that would become the sentence
initial subject before speech onset, and then preferentially
fixated the second character. Thus, across languages,
sentences that are structurally similar were formulated in
similar ways. This cross-linguistic parallelism is particu-
larly striking, given that the two populations under study
differ along a number of non-linguistic dimensions that
could, in principle, have influenced gaze behaviour:
perhaps most relevantly the Tzeltal participants in our
study had little to no prior experience with computers or
with participating in experiments. Nevertheless, such
differences do not appear to have influenced gaze patterns,
allowing us to be fairly confident that the relationship
between looking and speaking is stable across the two
languages. Thus, since formulation of Tzeltal verb-initial
sentences deviated markedly from both the Dutch and
Tzeltal SVO pattern, the two experiments together provide
converging evidence that, within and across languages,
differences in the linear order of words in sentences affect
the order of encoding operations throughout formulation.
General discussion
Message and sentence formulation involve closely coor-
dinated conceptual and linguistic operations that transform
conceptual representations into linear sequences of words.
Here we tested how the preparation of conceptual and
linguistic material before articulation may be influenced
by the grammatical properties of the target language,
using the contrast between verb-initial and subject-initial
structures in Tzeltal and Dutch.
Accessibility effects on sentence formulation
As a first measure of how language structure influences
information flow at the interface between message con-
ception and linguistic formulation, we examined the
effects of conceptual and perceptual accessibility on voice
choice (active vs. passive) and word order (verb-initial vs.
subject-initial). Speakers in both languages were sensitive
to conceptual accessibility (character animacy). Impor-
tantly, in Tzeltal, where subjects may be produced
sentence-initially as well as sentence-finally, conceptual
accessibility influenced subject selection regardless of
word order. This demonstrates that conceptually available
information is not necessarily seized ‘on the fly’ by lexical
retrieval processes, setting in motion an opportunistic,
linearly incremental formulation process whereby the
most available nominal concept is the first to be encoded
and articulated. Rather, a referent’s animacy may influence
the mapping between message-level event roles (agent,
patient) and grammatical roles (subject, object), implying
a wider scope of planning at the message level. This
finding is consistent with previous studies showing that
accessibility may influence subject selection, rather than
(or in addition to) linear order (Christianson & Ferreira,
2005; Tanaka et al., 2011). The Tzeltal results represent
perhaps the most dramatic demonstration of this phenom-
enon to date, given that in verb-initial structures, the
subject is positioned last in the sentence. For Tzeltal, it is
likely that early subject selection in verb-initial sentence
production is also necessitated by the fact that verbs carry
subject agreement marking, which enforces a syntactic
commitment at the outset of formulation. An important
question for future cross-linguistic research is whether
conceptual accessibility influences subject selection to the
same extent in VOS languages in which verbs do not carry
agreement information.
In addition, the results show that formulation of
subject-initial structures in Tzeltal, which are in principle
compatible with a linear (word-driven) formulation pro-
cess, was also not strictly linear. Analyses of character
animacy effects on word order choice showed that speak-
ers did not automatically assign the most accessible
referent to a sentence-initial position (thereby producing
a subject-initial sentence), indicating that the choice to
utter a subject-initial sentence was not immediately driven
by the availability of a nominal concept that could trigger
early retrieval of a single character name. Rather, Tzeltal
speakers’ preference for selecting a subject-initial over a
verb-initial structure was sensitive to the match in
animacy of the two arguments. Speakers produced verb-
initial structures more often when the two characters had
different features (e.g. a human and an animal), but
preferred to separate two arguments with matching con-
ceptual features (e.g. two humans, or two animals) by
selecting a subject-initial structure. Notably, similar pre-
ferences have been described for K’iche’, another verb-
initial Mayan language, for the feature of definiteness
rather than animacy: England (1991) observes that speak-
ers of K’iche’ strongly prefer SVO structures when both
the arguments are either indefinite or definite.
Speakers’ departure from verb-initial structures may
reflect a general preference to avoid interference that
might otherwise arise from the adjacency of two similar
elements (e.g., Bock, 1987; Dell, Oppenheim, & Kit-
tredge, 2008; Gennari, et al., 2012; Jaeger, Furth, &
Hilliard, 2012). In support of this, Gennari and colleagues
found that speakers of English, Spanish and Serbian are
less likely to produce active object relative clause
constructions with two adjacent noun phrases (the man
(who/that) the woman is punching) when the two entities
are human, and hence conceptually similar. Alternatively,
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there may be a communicative explanation for this result.
In several experimentally-elicited pantomime studies, it
has been found that participants prefer to pantomime SVO
structures (e.g. girl kicks boy) over SOV structures (girl
boy kicks) when describing ‘semantically reversible’
transitive events (i.e., events involving two human
participants, where either could be interpreted as the
agent; Meir, Lifschitz, Ilkbasaran, & Padden, 2010;
Gibson et al., 2013). Gibson et al. (2013) explain these
results in the context of rational communicative behaviour
over a noisy channel: rational producers should avoid
SOV structures for reversible events because if either
argument were lost due to noise, this would hinder
communication (e.g., if either noun in the sentence girl
boy kicks were lost, it becomes unclear whether the
remaining argument was the agent or the patient). SVO
word order minimises the communicative consequences of
such an ambiguity or uncertainty because the partial
structure is still interpretable (e.g. kicks boy). While
Gibson et al.’s proposal was developed to account for
the avoidance of verb-final structures, the same argument
can be applied to verb-initial structures, because here too,
the loss of one of two post-verbal arguments would lead to
problems of recoverability for reversible events. Ulti-
mately, whether communicative efficiency or avoidance
of semantic interference turns out to be the correct
explanation for Tzeltal speakers’ choice to produce
subject-initial or subject-medial sentences, the fact that
this choice is influenced by the combined conceptual
features of the two event characters allows us to conclude
that the production of subject-initial sentences in Tzeltal is
not typically the outcome of a linear incremental (word-
driven) formulation process.
In contrast to the influence of animacy on structure
choice, the effect of early gaze shifts (i.e., gaze shifts
resulting from differences in early fixation order across
characters in an event) was weak in Dutch and non-
existent in Tzeltal. This result is consistent with recent
work focusing on the relationship between early fixations
and sentence form in SVO languages, which suggests that
low-level perceptual properties may generally be subor-
dinate to conceptual factors in their capacity to affect
formulation (Konopka & Meyer, 2014; Kuchinsky &
Bock, 2010; Van de Velde et al., 2014). The fact that our
data showed a weak effect of perceptual accessibility on
structure choice in Dutch (first-fixated characters were
more likely to become sentence subjects), but no effect in
Tzeltal may also indicate that the extent to which
perceptual accessibility affects linguistic formulation dif-
fers across languages as a function of language-specific
grammatical properties. Support for this possibility comes
from studies of case marking languages showing that, by
comparison with English, perceptual salience exerts little
or no effect on structure choice (Hwang & Kaiser, 2009,
for Korean; Myachykov, Garrod, & Scheepers, 2010 for
Russian and Finnish; Myachykov & Tomlin, 2008 for
Russian). Myachykov et al. (2010) speculate that obligat-
ory case-marking enforces a structural commitment at the
outset of sentence formulation. Similarly in Tzeltal, the
overall tendency to begin sentences with morphologically
complex verbs, which necessitates early relational encod-
ing and an upfront syntactic commitment, may, in general,
attenuate a reliance on perceptual accessibility at the
outset of formulation.
Effects of sentence structure on sentence formulation
Taken together, the effects of accessibility on voice and
word order choice in Tzeltal argue against a radically
incremental formulation process both for the production of
verb-initial sentences and subject-initial sentences. While
this implies a certain similarity with respect to the nature
of early message preparation for both word orders (e.g.,
some degree of processing of agents and patients in the
target events), time course analyses showed that, from a
very early stage of formulation, the word order that was
under production exerted a strong effect on the way that
speakers assembled their sentences online. The pattern of
fixations observed in earlier studies with English and
Dutch speakers (Gleitman et al., 2007; Griffin & Bock,
2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014; Kuchinsky & Bock,
2010) was fully replicated with both Tzeltal and Dutch
speakers for subject-initial sentences: Event characters
were fixated in a predictable, sequential order, anticipating
order of mention. This cross-linguistic similarity in the
formulation of subject-initial sentences demonstrates that
when the linear order of constituents used by speakers is
the same, so is the time course of formulation. The
striking contrast with formulation of verb-initial sentences
suggests that early production of the verb changed the
order of encoding operations: relational information
received priority over encoding of either character, as
shown by a convergence of fixations to agents and
patients over a nearly two-second time window in these
sentences.
We note that this result rules out the possibility,
sometimes advocated in the literature, that a verb lemma
is necessarily retrieved at the outset of sentence formula-
tion (Bock, 1987; Bock & Levelt, 1994; Ferreira, 2000).
In our two experiments, the order of visual uptake of
information from an event differed between SVO and
VOS sentence types, both within the earliest time window
(associated with conceptual encoding), and in later time
windows (associated with linguistic encoding), implying
that the timing of both conceptual and linguistic encoding
required for verb retrieval differed as a consequence of the
word order of the to-be-uttered sentence. Similarly, there
is some evidence suggesting that verbs are not planned
early in verb-final structures either (Hwang & Kaiser,
2014, for Korean and Schriefers, Teruel, & Meinhausen,
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1998, for German; but see Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015, for
evidence of some advanced planning of the verb in
Japanese verb-final structures).
How is it that the order of encoding operations, as
reflected in eye movement patterns, so closely anticipates
the word order of the to-be-uttered sentence? One logical
possibility, compatible with the linear incrementality view,
is that the eye is drawn first to some element in the visual
scene, causing speakers to start their sentence with the
information that first attracted their attention (Gleitman
et al., 2007). The other, causally inverse possibility is that
the eye is directed to attend first to certain aspects of the
scene as a consequence of having already generated a
structural plan for the sentence (Bock et al., 2004; Griffin
& Bock, 2000). As previously discussed, in the Tzeltal
experiment, speakers’ structural choices were not affected
by where they first directed their gaze. The different
patterns of fixations we find for verb-initial and subject-
initial structures in the early stages of formulation are
therefore likely to reflect rather than precede the formu-
lation of a structural sentence frame.
Moreover, the fact that already within 600 ms of
picture onset we see structure-specific differences in the
uptake of visual information implies that a rudimentary
sentence frame can be generated within a very rapid time
frame, already within the first few hundred milliseconds of
picture viewing. This possibility is supported by recent
studies showing that very brief presentations (40–300 ms)
of event pictures are sufficient for speakers to identify
event categories, as well as the role and identity of
characters in the event (Dobel, Gumnior, Bölte, &
Zwitserlood, 2007; Hafri et al., 2013). Connecting these
results to our animacy effects on structure choice, the
picture that emerges is thus one in which rapid gist
extraction allows for the quick identification of the two
characters’ event roles and their animacy features, on the
basis of which a rudimentary structural frame is generated.
This structural frame in turn serves to guide subsequent
conceptual and linguistic encoding operations, leading the
eye to sample information from the visual scene in the
order that the structure calls for it.
Further cross-linguistic research will need to clarify
whether the extent of early relational encoding for verb-
initial structures differs as a function of the properties of
the verbs themselves: In Tzeltal, the extensive prioritising
of early relational encoding may be driven not only by the
verb’s placement, but also by its complex morphology,
which specifies information about both participants in the
event. For recent evidence supporting the possibility that
verbal morphology can affect the early stages of formu-
lation in a verb-initial language, see Sauppe, Norcliffe,
Konopka, Van Valin and Levinson’s (2013) study of
sentence production in Tagalog.
Finally, we also note that differences in formulation of
subject-initial and verb-initial sentences within and across
languages are not all or none: they do not imply
categorical differences in the underlying planning strat-
egies but rather point to shifts in the planning strategies
that speakers employ to formulate the two types of
sentences. Indeed, recent studies of sentence formulation
in SVO languages (English and Dutch) show that formu-
lation of subject-initial sentences can involve a fair degree
of relational planning as well (contrary to the strong
version of linear incrementality advocated by Gleitman
et al., 2007). For example, speakers are more likely to
begin formulation by encoding the relational structure of
the target event when this information is easy to express
linguistically and when a suitable syntactic structure is
easy to generate (see discussions in Konopka & Meyer,
2014; Kuchinsky & Bock, 2010; Van de Velde et al.,
2014). The results of Experiment 1 in this paper show
that the shift towards priority encoding of relational
information at the outset of formulation is considerably
larger when the structure of the sentence explicitly
requires early encoding of relational information. An
important avenue of future research will be to determine
the extent to which such early structure-mediated effects
on formulation are attenuated or heightened under differ-
ent circumstances, for example, given varying degrees of
event codability, or depending on the nature of the speech
context (isolated sentence production vs. connected
discourse).
In short, the existence of a consistent relationship
between the order in which information is viewed and
the order in which it is expressed demonstrates that
sentence structure and online processing are tightly
coupled from the earliest stages of formulation. This calls
into question the idea that message formulation is neces-
sarily encapsulated from linguistic formulation (Levelt,
1989). Rather, the results suggest that there may be no
strict separation between processes related to conceptua-
lisation and those related to linguistic formulation in
spontaneous speech.
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Notes
1. VSO and OVS word orders are possible but very rare (.9%
and 3%, respectively, in Robinson’s, 2002, corpus).
2. Preverbal subjects are described as having pragmatic func-
tions to do with topicality (Robinson, 2002; Polian 2013). In
Tzeltal discourse, the sentence-initial position is often used
for topic resumption or topic initiation. However, topics do
not have to occur pre-verbally: sentence final subjects can
also be topical (Robinson, 2002).
3. Events with inanimate agents were included to increase
production of passives. In all analyses, inanimate agents are
grouped together with animal agents as ‘non-human’ (the
results for items with inanimate agents and animal agents did
not differ).
4. Instruments were included to increase the range of identifiable
action types.
5. Since fixations occurring before 400 ms are critical for
evaluating patterns in the early scan paths, we excluded trials
where speakers’ deployment of attention to the picture was
delayed beyond this window.
6. Analyses of structure choice included responses where
instruments were mentioned. To rule out a possible influence
of instrument mention on our results we also repeated all
analyses excluding trials with instruments mentioned. This
exclusion did not change any of the results we report.
7. Allowing for the use of a different experimental set-up and a
different population than in earlier studies, we chose a wider
time window for the first analysis (0–600 ms) than normal (0–
400 ms). However, carrying out analogous analyses for active
sentences on the smaller time window (0–400 ms) largely
showed the same results. These analyses were not carried out
for passive sentences due to sparse data.
8. There may be alternative explanations for the convergence of
fixations to agents and patients in verb-initial sentences, but
we do not find them compelling. The first explanation
concerns potential information structural differences between
VOS and SVO word orders in Tzeltal. Specifically, because
sentence-initial subjects function as sentence topics in Tzeltal
(see Footnote 2), the pattern of fixations we find for verb-
initial sentences could simply reflect a failure to identify an
appropriate topic to select as the sentential starting point. We
regard this as unlikely for several reasons. First, sentence-
final subjects can also be topics (Robinson, 2002), so there is
no reason to assume that the production of a verb-initial
sentence is necessarily the outcome of a failure to identify a
topic. Second, if speakers chose to produce a subject-initial
structure because they had identified a topic-worthy entity in
the event, then this would predict that animate entities would
be selected preferentially to be sentence-initial subjects, given
that animacy is known to contribute to a referent’s ‘topic-
worthiness’ (Givón, 1976; Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers., 2006).
However, our structure choice analyses showed that speakers
preferred to select animate entities to be the subject, regard-
less of the word order produced. Third, if the convergent
fixation patterns in verb-initial sentences reflected a failure
to identify a topic, this would predict longer speech onset
latencies for verb-initial sentences compared to subject-initial
sentences, yet verb-initial sentences are produced more
quickly on average (1674 ms vs. 1830 ms; see Figure 5a
and 5b). Finally, our task involved the description of a series
of unconnected pictures that were not embedded in any larger
discourse context. As such, each picture consistently pre-
sented an ‘all-new’ context for speakers, rendering discourse-
level influences less of a potential concern. Another possible
explanation for the convergence of fixations in verb-initial
sentences is that the results average over items that differ in
the extent to which speakers need to process both characters
to encode a suitable verb (see Hafri, Papafragou & Trueswell,
2013). To test this hypothesis, we compared the time course
of formulation for events where the action was primarily
‘carried’ by the agent and events where the action was
primarily ‘carried’ by the patient (determined via a norming
study completed by a different group of Dutch participants).
While speakers tended to direct more fixations before speech
onset to the character that was more ‘informative’ for the
purposes of encoding the verb, this factor alone did not
account for the large difference in fixations observed between
subject-initial and verb-initial sentences. These results con-
firm that, when encoding a verb first, speakers do prefer to
fixate both the agent and the patient.
9. An anonymous reviewer observes that the failure to find a
robust effect of first fixations on structure choice in Tzeltal
could simply reflect a lack of statistical power: In Gleitman
et al.’s (2007) study of attentional effects on English word
order choices, the observed effect was small (speakers were
only 10% more likely to produce passive structures when
their attention was directed to the patient in the scene). We
believe this is unlikely: The Tzeltal experiment involved
substantially more participants than the Dutch experiment, so
if anything, we had more power to detect an effect of first
fixations in Tzeltal than in Dutch.
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Appendix
Target events used in both experiments, listed in alphabetical
order by agent–patient animacy combination. Instruments carried
by agents are added in parentheses.
Human agents acting on human patients
1. Army general kicking boy
2. Barber cutting man’s beard (with scissors)
3. Boxer punching man
4. Doctor vaccinating boy (with needle)
5. Girl pushing boy
6. Girl tripping construction worker
7. Masseur massaging man
8. Man throwing child up in the air
9. Nun braiding girl’s hair
10. Nurse bathing child (with sponge)
11. Policeman stopping woman
12. Priest pulling donkey (with rope)
13. Soldier shooting man (with gun)
14. Woman ticking girl (with feather)
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Human agents acting on animal patients
15. Boy trapping frog (with jar)
16. Cook carrying pig
17. Cowboy lassoing bull (with lasso)
18. Farmer whipping donkey (with whip)
19. Hunter dragging deer
20. Man catching fish (with fishing rod)
21. Man hunting pig (with spear)
22. Security guard pulling dog (with rope)
23. Toddler poking lizard (with stick)
24. Vet examining horse
25. Woman chasing chicken
26. Woman petting sheep
Non-human agents acting on human patients
27. Ball hitting teacher
28. Bird carrying child (with hook)
29. Boulder crushing man
30. Bull attacking girl
31. Cart hitting street vendor
32. Cat scratching girl
33. Crocodile biting man
34. Deer lifting man
35. Dog licking boy
36. Duck splashing bride
37. Fire burning child
38. Horse dragging man
39. Kitten tying girl (with string)
40. Light bulb electrocuting electrician
41. Monkey painting boy (with paintbrush)
42. Mosquito biting football player
Animal agents acting on animal patients
43. Bird catching insect (with stick)
44. Cow pulling dog (with rope)
45. Dog catching butterfly (with net)
46. Dog chasing squirrel
47. Donkey pulling cow
48. Eagle grabbing rabbit
49. Jaguar attacking armadillo
50. Monkey grabbing crab
51. Monkey hooking snake (with stick)
52. Pig sniffing cat
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